Introduction
With the development of numerical calculation and GIS, the urban storm water simulation theory and technology has made great improvement [1, 2] . CADDIES Framework, which was developed by Michele Guidolin, Albert S. Chen, Nicola Pasquale in University of EXETER, is an open source rain flood simulation system. In 2015 its 1.10 version has been released. Now it has some practical application in the United Kingdom [3] and achieved satisfying results. Caflood, a two-dimensional rainfall flood simulation model, is the core part of CADDIES Framework. In order to establish a comprehensive consideration of the streets and the topography of the city flood propagation in Ji'nan city flood model, the paper uses Caflood to simulate the flood rainstorm and calculate the urban storm flood under the design rainstorm.
Caflood and WCA2D storm flood simulation model
Caflood. Caflood program can do 2-dimensional rain flood submerged simulation calculations, its principle is the use of cellular automata (CA) [4] technology to replace the traditional shallow wave equation solution. The CA model usually consists of five essential features: discrete space, adjacent cell distribution, cell state, discrete computing time and conversion rules. The transformation rule consists of some simple operations that can control the evolution of each cell state. Therefore, CA algorithm is especially suitable for parallel computing [5] . WCA2D model. CA put forward the WCA2D rainfall flood simulation model based on CA. The model mainly uses the normalized weight method to improve the CA2D [6] . The new method is more accurate and reasonable.
The weights represent part of the amount of water exchanged between total units. For example, the minimum value can represent the weight of the central unit. This step can be expressed by the following formula:
, （1）
In the formula, W i is the weight of the unit i. The following formula is used to calculate the water depth during the update period [7] : （2）
In the formula, m is the number of adjacent elements, A 0 （m 2 ）as the center of the unit area of the lateral, as the center unit inflow (such as reflux precipitation, upstream catchment area of inflow or from the downstream boundary). The is the center of the final output unit (such as water infiltration or lateral flow), as the center unit time t depth, for the next time the update center unit depth.
Rainstorm flood simulation in Ji'nan City
Research areas and main data. Ji'nan city is located in the middle of Shandong province. The geographical position is between 116°11′~117°44′E, 36°02′~37°3l′N, and the total area of the city is 8177km 2 . The study area relates to the main urban areawhose area is 3257km 2 . Caflood model needs much data, and the integrity and detail of data will affect the accuracy of model simulation results. The main data required by the model include DEM data, land use data, and hydrological data.
Modeling and analysis of simulation results. The parameters of WCA2D model is rare, mainly including Roughness Global、Average Slope and so on, it is important to ensure the accuracy and reliability of the data for obtaining satisfying simulation results, including DEM, rainfall data, boundary inflow data and so on.
The initial conditions of the model, the land surface water level and the flow velocity are set to 0m/s in simulated area. The data of the Taiping Rive, the Xiaoqing River and the South Taiping River are all measured. No measured data of the river flow is 0m/s and the initial water depth is 0.1m. The boundary conditions and the upstream boundary of the river are computed using the rainfall runoff model, and the hydrograph results are computed. Two dimensional model land surface no longer set boundary conditions. The Caflood model is a dynamic continuous process for flood inundation simulation. In order to show the temporal and spatial evolution laws of flood inundation, intercepting several typical moments (Figu re 1) .
According to the simulation results, the inundated area gradually increases at 17:00-21:00, and the submergence depth also increases gradually. The most serious time is about 21:00, the simulation shows that the water started to recede at 22:00, flood basically cleared except some low-lying areas at 24:00. The simulation results and the actual situation is basically consistent with the focus of the water area in the north and central regions, Yingxiong mountain road, Jianshe road, Yuhan road, Second Ring Road and other roads are flood road.
To determine the accuracy of the model, we selected important points of investigation depth flooded of main road in Jinan as reference data, and comparing [8] with depth which using software MIKE21 by Guibing Hou of Shandong University in 2010. (Tab. 2).
Tab. 2 calculation results of inundated water depth in urban area
It can be seen from the table that the average error of Caflood calculation result is smaller than that of MIKE21 calculation, the calculation error of water depth calculated by Caflood software is less than 0.30 which account for 82% and the average calculation error is 0.21m in the 22 measuring points. The depth error calculated by MIKE21 software is less than 0.30 which accounting for 68%, and the average error is 0.27m. It shows that the calculated results of Caflood model agree well with the measured values and can meet the requirement of prediction accuracy. Individually, the calculation error of Jiefang Bridge, Shaonian Road, Yihe Railway Bridge is large, the reason may be that the existence of small area is very low-lying areas. After floods in 7th, July, Jinan carried out the transformation of municipal engineering in large scale, it changed the original terrain. And river high resolution terrain which two-dimensional model needs is characterized in detail, these affected the accuracy of the computational results. But in general, the model simulation results are good, which shows the validity of the model.
Conclusion
(1)According to the actual situation of Ji'nan City, a model of urban stormwater flood based on Caflood is constructed, and the model is verified by using "2007.07.18" flood. The results show that the model can well simulate the rainfall and waterlogging in Ji'nan City, and verify the validity of the model.
(2)Selecting 22 important roads easily flooded, comparing the measured water depth with the calculation result made by MIKE21 model. The results show that the model simulation results is good, the precision is high. And the cell automaton technology replace the traditional model of shallow water wave equation to solve it, the computational efficiency of efficiency has improved a lot compared with the traditional hydrodynamic methods.
